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                                     THE SEWING-MACHINE 
 
                             
 
 
 

                           (a dramatic poem for two voices) 
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The characters are a couple in extremis.  Ages 55-60. 
 
They’re undergoing a severance, though it seems this is a 
script they’ve enacted at least a few times before. 
 
Weariness is the mood throughout. 
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—I’m tired of kissing keyholes 
 
—Try keys 
 
—I can’t get my tongue all the way in 
 
—If you could get it all the way through  
someone on the other side  
would bite it off 
 
—Or kiss it 
 
—If you saw a tongue emerge from your  
keyhole no you wouldn’t even notice it  
you’re too busy groping that  
sewingmachine in the corner 
 
—It frustrates me  
the way it can thread itself  
so effortlessly whereas I 
 
—Whereas you take a lifetime  
to seam yourself 
 
—Did you stress that seem or  
are you a seemstress yourself 
 
—And all your manipulations your  
contorted attempts  
 
—The act requires great patience  
an arena you lack for starters 
 
—Starters enders you end up with what  
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as always another empty fist  
a conflagration of fingers  
that have picked up the habit  
of clawing just now when we were fucking  
claw claw that’s all you were claw claw a bird a 
 
—A phoenix my erection rising  
from the ashes of your disgust 
 
—Don’t bring up history with me 
 
—The ashes go with your gray hair your  
gray skin your venereal  
spotlessness the way you scrub away  
my scruff my scrim you flush  
away all the skin my flesh  
deposited on you  
 
—Yes I was hoping to see your pores  
through that costume of skin  
you littered me with 
 
—The scars maybe the pores never  
I’ve traveled beyond them  
toward a more durable 
 
—I’m tired of kissing pores  
through a camera lens  
 
—My desire to be photogenic at  
the moment of death is 
a valid a valiant request 
can we ask for less from life 
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 —What can we ask for from life less 
 
—You’re the lifeless one me 
I still affect my desires 
 
—Your desire to be scenery you mean 
 
—If by scenery you mean  
pastoral closeups of the clothes  
shed by lovers leaving a trail  
of torn garments that lead up  
the slopes of Golgotha those  
buttonholes those straps  
are the scarp the scree we  
must scale 
 
—Hermit mountaineer wants to meet  
gregarious spelunker 
 
—You’re so mythophobic 
 
—Fuck up just fuck up  
let me get this straight 
you want to climb your clothes 
to ascend your attire 
to mount your mufti 
to oversoar your overcoat 
 
—Everest my everlast 
 
—You want all that go see your owing machine 
 
—See see Singer  
see what yo sewin machine  
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done done 
 
—You are jealous of my prowess 
my success with the ibid needle the way 
I assemble my ensemble 
 
—The way you rampanade your raiment 
but can’t you understand 
we are naked here now 
in our need 
and that  
recourse to the machine 
cannot stitch us 
as essentially as  
our hands have 
in days deceit 
whose happen is on us 
whose kaput is crushing us 
 
—I understand all too well 
when my feet hum on the pedals 
when the cataract of cloth 
enters the eye as I 
have entered you too often 
love cannot survive the threadbare years  
we must part clutching what 
we can I the sewnmachine 
you the varicose shades of truth 
 
—Though there is nowhere 
to be anywhere you are 
I want to stay there 
nursing this false desire 
we share  
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—Ms False falls for Mr Fault alright 
but I remain on the heights 
where Madame X installed me 
via machines whose sewn 
superiorizes the known 
 
—You escape my mimic too 
easily I see 
 
—My head is brain before the end 
 
—How after-parted you are  
all your coffee is halfway to tea  
why does it take 
three of me to lose one of you 
 
—Someday I will remove the weights 
from within the hem 
of this theater-curtain 
and replace them with my body 
so our stage can never 
be risen on 
I will be that heavy 
 
—Your heavy levity leaves me flat 
you crush me from head to footlights 
pressing me into this costume 
of widow this apertureless 
fabrication this mesh you mesh 
to bereft me with 
to uncleave your own 
destiny your  
sanity vanity vérité 
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—The scene a dissecting table 
our hero an embittered umbrella 
the heroine a sewn-it-all  
patchworkmachine who’s 
spun her last baste 
these two down and outers 
their lives in pieces  
meet by chance 
 
—A chance encounter 
on the rag-picker’s counter 
the scavenger’s desk 
the pun’s grotesque 
 
—I know it runs the risk 
but our film begins at once 
starring the allusively handsome 
the quotingly gorgeous 
the citing-edge voomvacious 
boxoffice-alicious 
monopoly 
of beauty 
 
—As if there were anything else 
 
—The zipper the zest that held 
us together has come 
undone in this quest 
for one glimpse  
of what was once 
so seen between us  
 
—You mean that binding  
blindness which 
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we bantered back and forth 
like the Fates’ sole eye  
from mouth to mouth  
orifice to orifice 
until the years’ Perseus 
the stars’ pursesnatcher 
stole it from us 
 
—It was a duo deafness 
a mutual muteness 
each ignoring the other’s 
flaws each pretending 
that no mending 
was needed no  
needle 
 
—Needling each other 
is all we have left 
of that wholecloth  
illusion 
 
—Our half-kerchief  
our broke-brocade 
etcetera why try 
on these embroidery 
metaphors repartee 
can’t keep a war going 
there’s nothing else to say 
 
—Our prenup consisted  
of quotes the divorce  
decree won’t be any more 
original for once hell 
will have heard it all before 
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—The plot cannot 
the soap op is up 
the scene a hasbeen 
the play passé 
 
—The drama is humma humma 
but at the end of this check-off list 
we need a Chekhov because 
if a sewingmachine is shown 
in Act One it must shoot 
somebody before the audience 
resuming its roles butcher baker 
shroudmaker tombtailor loomdigger 
is rung down dead anticlimax 
anti me and you 
 
—Dead me and you 
as if there were anything else 
 
—There is nothing else 
nothing but not 
nothing that is not knit 
 
—Knit knit knot knot I 
can be as multiselfish I can 
act as many parts as you 
 
—All you you’s 
You are whose 
Not mine not mine 
 
—I’m tired of kissing you’s 
 
—Try me’s 
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—Try to concentrate this 
is the finish 
the tapestry says goodbye 
the quilt says quit 
the weave   
leave  
 
 
* 
* 
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* 
 
Interval-Thoughts 
 
After finishing "The Sewing Machine," I wanted to attempt 
a real play, but failed in what follows. 
 
I lack the gift or the patience for performative narrative, 
actions in a temporal sequence—and the skills for character 
depiction and development. 
 
My failure as a poet has naturally led me to seek another 
genre to write in, but I can't expect to be sucessful as a 
playwright either.  (Even if I had enough life left to try it, 
which I don't.) 
 
Both these pieces are too static for production, but could 
perhaps be done (together) as 'dramatic readings.' 
 
 
* 
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           PLAYING CHICKEN WITH VAN GOGH  
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The characters are not dissimilar to those in The Sewing 
Machine. 
 
Have they grown too distant-day to speak in linebreaks. 
 
Breakfast banter amidst the maneuvers of tea and tableware. 
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—Breakfast 
 
—Table 
 
—Plate 
 
—Knife 
 
—Butter 
 
—Toast 
 
—Can't we cut 
 
—In here 
 
—The linear 
 
—Eisenstein  
 
—What did he call those brief absences those slide segues 
through time 
 
—Montage-tropes 
 
—Interruptions in our webcam-womb 
 
—Interregnums for our inner mums pregnant pauses with no 
Pieta 
 
—A lack of savior in all lenses 
 
—During such interludes of the unseen is when Nativ- 
ity occurs as a respite of the given god the blind god  
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the cupid cue 
 
—Me do you mean 
 
—Breakfast  
 
—Occurs 
 
—Table 
 
—Pregnant 
 
—Knife 
 
—Can't we cut 
 
—It out 
 
—Speaking of which 
 
—Sacrificial of which 
 
—Sacerdotal of which 
 
—Soccer-mom of which 
 
—Bourgeois-discourse of which 
 
—Can't we cut 
 
—Butter 
 
—Toast 
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—Can't we cut the crust off this toast at least as a sort of 
protest against the lust of our rapport 
 
—What an act of desperate décor and downpour  
 
—How knife how naif how nice of you to say   
 
—But I love the way a theater curtain descends don't you it 
comes to cut the interior off from the inferior I mean the 
audience that lowercrust 
 
—Lowercrust is us of course 
 
—The lower crust cannot hope to wed the upper bred 
 
—Au contraire you’re forgetting Olive Custance she 
managed to bag Lord Alfred with her crustance 
 
—Oh what Bosie rose to 
 
—Apres Oscar 
 
—Wilde's got your tongue 
 
—Analingus of which 
 
—Did she love that boy as much as he 
 
—Cue the blind god the montage-trope the curt interstice in 
time the curtain-cupid 
 
—Is that myth or history  
 
—Blink and you miss it 
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—History is biography backwards meaning resurrected 
resur-always bugging us to validate its lazarus passport 
 
—Backwards as in buttocks well thank-arse the risen 
messiah known as Bosie erased from his face all trace of his 
father’s rear ancestry-entry  
 
—His antecedent's incesterior pedopredilections were rather 
eerier than ours ever were 
 
—No doubt his posterior-posies were posing for the mighty 
Marquis his Lordship his nibs we nubs are always grubbing 
around hoping we can somdo the old mite with him 
 
—Let's do the somdo all night someday with all our might 
 
—Some do and some don't do the somdo right in fact quite a 
few do it wrong especially if they try to do it solo 
 
—You mean autonecro the theme-song of the forsaken long 
the lietmotif of the alone the lay of the hand as it strums the 
putative guitar of its pudenda with a trance of absentia rosa 
 
—Hand or land whichever one the empirical pause we call 
existence chooses will need a borderline to transcend or as 
the man said he was born or so he thought but then he died 
which denied that thought 
 
—Blink and you miss it  
 
—As usual life denied what the diary swore to the autobiog 
 
—But weren't they both in belial in hell with no hope of 
soap or salve which reminds me when an angel fucks you 
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what kind of gel does it use to facilitate its entry does it use 
an-gel or the-gel 
 
—Well since an AN must always be used when entering a 
vowel I'd say a rancorous thank-cut consonant like you 
would probably get the latter article  
 
—Oh cheer you're the one who's too thwarty and crusty-pus 
for that undulant induct that intrusionary ease of an an  
 
—You're the one who needs a THE so desperately up yours 
 
—Oh jeer think of industrial strength unguents guck muck 
the grease used by a sewer-cleaving crew couldn't screw you  
 
—It would take a whole tribe of tubes of that the-do to lube 
the lane into your rusty old the-hole  
 
—Oh smearjob assuming anyone longed to access yours 
only of course there ain't no such sack-scum slime-trash 
knickerknob wants to spurt his spam to pounce his pud to 
pot his porridge in that jugjug jar  
 
—They'd rather masturblast their pants off than slug a leg 
into yours 
 
—Oh sheerdom the masturbatory act of resurrection 
destroys all precedence all former selves and their 
accountings all those manky memoirs are unbound and cast 
down into us abyss-wise with no mom to mourn them no 
dad to dolor  
 
—All those autohighhogs of whomer and whater and 
whener 
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—Lazarus unzips his lap and finds readers everywhere 
 
—I detect a laptop odor of bestseller here can't we abscond 
to a clearing where the fallen logs of existence don't crush 
every path with their litter memories their branchgraphic 
me-meanders must we wander the wood of these would-be 
as-told-to's these revelatory storybores must we read all 
these authorized-yet-unauthored tell-alls  
 
—Lazarus needs his childhood for obvious reasons but the 
rest of us the unresurrected why do we dare lure the rebuttal 
that must follow all such lives 
 
—I agree we can do without dragging a paperback at our 
heels  
 
—Snippysnappy heels the lurid details the turds-and-all truth 
 
—But what would we chat with if not the chit that ate the bit 
the crumb that swallowed the thumb don't we need those 
quip-picks those gossip-pricks those garish golly-barings 
those gory closeups 
 
—Olive the morning sun on her black chignon is more than 
amok on Lord Alfred's bunbury sword 
 
—Yawn I’m sure Oscar’s bun-berries often clung to it 
 
—Cough the wisp-pages of history do cling to our years' 
arrears with tissuey tenacity 
 
—But it all changed in 1910 didn't it toilette 
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—Yes that Easter Sunday morning Lord Alfred Douglas his 
wife the poetess Olive Custance and Russian filmmaker 
Sergei Eisenstein were cuffing each other off when the 
linear cried Cut 
 
—That cut/that cat'o'nine's got your tongue pulling the 
oxcart 
 
—The old Oscar-tongued oxcart 
 
—Lord Alfred is trying to remember if there is any part of 
his body to which the Master did not press the lily of his lips 
until they were livered with bile and if he can find an inch 
which is undefiled-by-Wilde then Lady O will secure that 
spot with grovel-grease 
 
—Merge Eisenstein with Einstein so the montage-trope can 
elide/ellipse/cut out the boring parts of eternity  
 
—The boring part is the part that's never been kissed so if 
there is a part anywhere on Bosie's body that's boring we can 
zoom in on it 
 
—Boring parts that can't be cut sounds like you and me 
 
—Sounds like another vowel in search of its suitable slot 
another A which needs a Z-hole to poke itself into I mean a 
zero 
 
—All vowels lead nowhere but I can take U there 
 
—Beat me with your bestiary of E-I-O/E-I-O 
 
—Bosie obviously had an O fetish first O-scar then O-live 
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—Cut off the O and that scar will live 
 
—A live scar is better than a dead wound 
 
—Can’t we cut out both of them 
 
—Can't we cut our lines to fit the cue 
 
—My line is queued for a cue from you you Q-tip cock I cut 
off each day with my castrato-Iokanaan  
 
—Salome me some more please 
 
—Better a live hero than a dead Herodias 
 
—What do you see when you look down at my head all 
ensanguinated there on the platter 
 
—What you see when you look at my crotch 
 
— I see a V there the shape of your loins 
 
—When I look down to see my sex I see an inverted V i.e. 
an A but an A without a cross-bar which is why I require 
your tongue down there to complete the letter with which I 
must begin all over to utter myself 
 
—First letter of all alphabets which I kiss to create the last 
word of all languages 
 
—Your tongue is just a cross-bar a hyphen to gap the groin 
to lap the lapse in all these letters  
 
—All letters begin with me and end with you  
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—Careful I could cut out that untapped tongue quick tape 
 
—It would run too long without my A-being my B-ceeing 
my C-deeing my D-eeing my E-effing my F-  
 
—Speaking of run let's run some of that alphabitch you be 
Olive the vowelvirgin and I'll be Bosie the consonaughty 
 
—Darling I didn't hear you come in last night 
 
—I stayed late to toast the fellaheen at the club with a hoist 
or two of ahem 
 
—We need a new maid Martha's gone insane  
 
—Which one was Martha 
 
—The one who suppressed her feelings when we passed her 
on the staircase 
 
—Not the one who paints the lawn with little drownings I 
hope  
 
—Little drowners 
 
—What 
 
—You said she paints the lawn with little drowners 
 
—Well I have to punch some lines we can cut out later don't 
I hunh hunchabunny hunh honeydouche 
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—Let's dialogue back to the maid if my mind may I say her 
perspicuity-integrity-sober-sacredness her P-I-S-S succeeds 
where ours languishes  
 
—Mine never languishes it arcs across the lawn to drown 
the little painters 
 
—But even the little punters out-parry perish us 
 
—Yes but the diff is we're here to languish it's one's duty 
daresay 
 
—It is the one thing our servants can't do for us 
unfortunately  
 
—Sad to say 
 
—Swan to say  
 
—Said to say 
 
—Pad to say  
 
—Pad to say what's said with filler 
 
—But the filler can always be cut like a filet 
 
—You can be fill-laid from head to toe 
 
—Cut in two in fact 
 
—Cut to go on amoeba toast 
 
—Breakfast 
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—No  
 
—Martha can serve it to us in bed 
 
—Martha has gone insane I said 
 
—But wait Martha couldn't have suppressed her feelings 
when we passed her on the staircase because we never use 
the servants' staircase and they would never use ours 
—Nevertheless 
 
—Wait are you telling me that she transgressed her post and 
passed us on our staircase our front staircase our primary 
staircase that she for the sake of one second abandoned her 
proper stairs and dared to walk up or down our frontal steps 
the idea is preposterous 
 
—Unless 
 
—Unless she was stained with foreign ways oh by guess 
who Eisenstein the bloody Bolshevik the awful auteurnik  
 
—And to think that we thought he was merely a houseguest 
i.e. an artist 
 
—Merely a layabout pictorial cutaway cutiepuss to puke a 
poke with to menage the old troi with 
 
—While we menaging a troi a day with him he was stuffing 
our staff/dosing our domestics with multitransitional tropes 
that severized the shield between our front and their back  
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—Goodlord he was ramming my posterior and simulterior 
cramming the backstairs lot with superior subversive 
frontstairs idears 
 
—He was cunnil-guiling me and riling up the rear element 
to mount above themselves and descend our sacred staircase 
our missionary staircase 
 
—Must have Martha mostly 
 
—But Martha surely Martha of all the maids must be 
immune to his commie montage she would never swerve 
never variegate her slit to his proletariat positions  
 
—If you're stuck in the rear all your life you want to see 
what a front stick is like I imagine 
 
—Our staircase must be their porno 
 
—Well I know I'm tempted by theirs back there at times I 
must confess I fantasize anent their narrow access to the 
vertical their anal stairwell  
 
—Tell me does your clit-sliver really slaver over that 
anterior shaft does your quim swell and shiver its compass-
quiver toward the south of that suppressed id-space which 
skulks so hid back there in the bowels of the house  
 
—Hid hid it must be held in hind-stance  
 
—Yes its bottom status must stay la bas  
 
—Let's go piggybank it in our big sugarbowl let’s go 
preggypoo it into our cesspool  
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—Oh keep the bog far hence bar its access to that fair foyer 
which ushers the street to our feet 
 
—Sequester its keester in shade from the façade 
—It must be kept in queer from the veneer 
 
—The twain must never meet the en passant 
 
—Yes but dash it the time a chap took once to go from back 
to front is now instantaneous thanks to Eisenstein's cutting 
technique his montage-tropes can have us there in a whish 
 
—Eisenstein had us there in a whish the randy Rus he toured 
our toff and had us off in no ruddy time at all the jovejumper 
 
—The time it takes the proletariat to rise up no doubt 
 
—Yes but Olive dear here in 1910 do we really think in 
these rigid binary modes anymore I mean all this front back 
upper lower sort of chiaroscure do we really actually 
tiddlywiddly true 
 
—Why Lord Alfred of course we do 
 
—But breakfast 
 
—But toast and tea 
 
—But you and me  
 
—But Martha makes three 
 
—But Martha makes me 
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—No dear Martha maids me 
 
—She used to et al but dunce-it dunce-my-dander her 
insanity is surely purely a ploy an excuse for the servants to 
rise up en masse and request mental health it's a damned 
demand that's what it is 
 
—What damndemand will they egad us with next my 
sovereignswain my godhubby 
 
 —What'll the scum want next raisins on their orgasms jam 
on their cum 
 
—Eisenstein again the Red Reelist the filthy Filmer 
 
—He was only here once and most of that in a coma sutra 
with us he could have shuntered no bunter with our hinter 
corps 
 
—One glance is all it takes I guess  
 
—One ripe receipt perhaps 
 
—One tilling of the toilet  
 
—If one harvest is ever enough 
 
—But if the manure is mature enough  
 
—If the sowing of the stigmata is stabat mater and one 
dogma plops another 
 
—Lie down with that dogma and you'll get up with its ideas 
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—So if socialism is cinema 
 
—If bliss is barter 
 
—If it's getting Gertie's garter 
 
—You mean Martha rather 
 
—That gutter mother cutter 
 
—But why bother 
 
—Pass the butter  
 
—Toast 
 
—Toast yes but why is breakfast always alas so 
sandwichless 
 
—Hmmph the sandwich is not breakfast appropriate not 
even the one with Eisenstein in which you were the middle 
portion the said ingredient the third face of the act the part 
that must be hidden seclude-lidded  
 
—The sandwich exists to couch what is within i.e. what is 
disgusting  
 
—We were the outer the fore skin you were naught but the 
conceal-meal the cache-gash the smegma-segment 
 
—I wish I had cut off your crusts 
 
—I often wonder is the crust cut off of the sandwich or is the 
crust cut off to create the sandwich which comes first 
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—I was the slutmeat twixt your slathered slices  
 
—Which is subsequent to which I ponder 
 
—Your menage a manna  
 
—That whole cause effect quandary quashes me quite 
 
—I was the stiffie in your staff of life 
 
—By george it gulpers me it leaves me aghast at gathers end 
 
—The heart of your hungrybun your heapin'-hung hoagie  
 
—No wonder clocks often rhymes with paradox and 
sometimes time even rhymes with rhyme itself and by the 
bye it was me me I was the bungburger in your bleedin’ 
brioche of buggery 
 
—The loser in your loaf of love 
 
—Ah but hunkybunky here we are buttering ours in  
morn-glorious aftermath of that behemoth hump huzzah 
once more we've survived the Slav and all his perversions 
his worst cuts and quirks are cued for exit who cares 
anymore how his taunts and sneers infected Martha and her 
peers oh dear oh dear it’s no smear on our appearance if we 
stayed clear of that calamitous allegiance I hereby swear and 
declare that overthrown is the reign of Eisenstein again we 
are enthroned the Czars of our chairs it's here it’s now it’s 
brekfy-poo déjà-vu it's me and you Bosie-boo 
 
—Here we are in our nook with napkins and nosh and 
enough knives to cut the nestling out of it right heart 
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—Aware as we are from the start that these nestled teacups 
are traps meant to ensnare our birds in mid-twig song  
 
—But what if we don’t want to birdysee birdysing what if 
all we want to do is to sustain a rigor mortis of logorrhea 
hear hear 
 
—A polymorphous of patter 
 
—An empty intercourse of chatter 
               
—What does it matter head on a platter scitterscattter the 
alternative is too alliterative anyway 
 
—That’s what you get with that ichysaurus Oscar for a 
father  
 
—You get a word posing as a quote  
 
—A quote licked in all the right know-holes 
 
—Wit is the art of licking quotes from the right blow-holes  
 
—The lickwit must tongue-rote the quote-slit 
 
—The horror quote the horror how witty 
 
—Witiness is just alliteration with tits  
 
—Tits tuts it's the withness that wants the withheld I mean 
the lacknot can never know the extent to which his hold will 
throw the old hobnob higher than even he can go and still 
maintain his witness to the throne below 
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—You mean the stone below the name that rots in peace  
 
—No it's the withness that withholds everything we lack it's 
not the lack that holds the with-it unless it wants to be 
without it in which case it would want to be you and me 
 
—But why 
 
—But sophistry but cherry ripe's the cry yond country lass 
was laid for two and when her menses was overdue the 
milkmaid paid the shoe  
 
—But Martha laid our day her stations of the cross were the 
3 or 4 meals she set us breakfast being the first scourge was 
the sweetest sweet the crucis scissors poised to cut her crust 
in two and when the tosh was toast her maidenhead swelled 
with all the morgue-mold red-road that goes to golgotha 
 
—Butter breakfast than toast when you come to that post 
 
—But breakfast is the mother of home and doors it's the 
breaklock that heals us safe from all outward forms of 
ourselves those outward alien intruders who would crash 
crash I say the very dash of our hyphen hymens and corrupt 
the sacred sources of our secret sorbets why the very crown 
tomb of our existence depends upon this riotous seasoning 
this condiment we call breakfast without breakfast we would 
be the barest airbound beast in the field the grass why the 
seedling foundling would be more fair than we ever were 
 
—And that must be why we find the lawn strewn with fetch 
each dawn and why Martha swept them up and baked them 
in a pie and why she went insane  
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—A pie packed with fetch a fetch pie but why why 
 
—I saw her hair was unfetched it hung in strays unbalanced 
dangling everywhere 
 
—And yet it must aspire to find itself in half and more 
 
—Her mind has abandoned her to her hair and therefore we 
too can consign her to Eisenstein and his kind 
 
—How slum we are with both him and her how kin 
 
—Oh no we could never sprawl so late so latter-stayed and 
all  
 
—But I must say how numb of us how nugatory of us how 
null beneath the narrow knife of now to stall 
 
—How new of us to lie so aligned and calm until the kill can 
come and shank its fill within our own spill-gore 
 
—Oh I'm slime-allure to the fact that we must find our 
future our days of nowhere here 
 
—Heretoprior to our former entente treason entered the 
mouth orificing us as if to say that Martha our Martha is 
pregnant with Raskolnikov’s idiot child because Eisenstein 
has destroyed our supine Anglican lawn our prone Eden our 
sprawl Albion our Baskerville hound-home our island-down 
demesne our demi-zone 
  
—Not to mention our essence-past peace prostrate Jack the 
Ripper Dorian Gray's Sherlock Holmes rolling her royal 
highness holiness governess over the counterpane bedsprain 
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in the Curious Plot of the Chamberpot the plight troth of two 
poets Fred Douglas and Livvie Custance how can they I 
mean we survive the durance confluence insistence how can 
we last the taste of its ichorous linger whenever we kneel to 
lick up its footprints in the endless vast-hell mall the 
palladium the Victorian Walk of Fame its pavement crawl 
 
— But Eisenstein has done more than simply destroy us he 
has dostoy-destroyed us taken our destruction down to the 
most Dostoyevskian of levels he has DOSTOYED us 
 
—Pass Lady Bracknell the cucumber dildo     
 
—But does our descent create another cut of the knife a 
mother cut of the knife Bracknell the modern Madonna 
Ibsen's Nora abandoning her litter in a bedsitter slitter 
 
—Announcing a new nude of the knife a nude mode of the 
knife that cuts my plot-twist in half 
 
 —I see her descend to find herself in half like the birth of a 
sever cleaver a serial killer skewer for the televiewer 
 
—The plot-twist must always be a birth clicker-cloned on 
loan from channel to channel it's like the way my prostate 
twists when Agatha Christie fists me you me so childless for 
our lives we must substitute something what is that 
substance we need what do we need 
 
—The asscrack of existence the startled essence the grasp-
intuit the fruit-clust just hanging there in reiterative space 
 
—Space in spades space in speeds plunge-space lung-space  
that's what we need isn't it for the maternal tit to hitch its 
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bridge toward t'other shore where you and I are running 
away with Martha and Eisenstein as a kind of climax to the 
cuts that occur in this false partition indeed this true 
parturition but what child could be born from that flight that 
halfless elopement of tropes in motion 
 
—The child born to bear the future where Martha the 
peasant and Eisenstein the moviemaker kiss the kibosh on us 
aristocrats and poets they flourish where we fail 
 
—Tropes in motion those montage-trips across the moon in 
search of what 
 
—If you and I are really as half-pent as that then the intrique 
the olio between us should be curtailed it should be cut 
 
—How nail how cuticle of us to cut a path in the descent or 
at least to last as long as this toast does in the mouth before 
another oath secures its aftermath encore 
 
—Encore thou sayest it encore   
 
—Run the vid-again so we can memorize the movie in our 
head and pay its apathy galore before the very torrid lash of 
its denouement must put us in mind of our midst  
 
—I mean in midst of our mind 
 
—I mean or else because let's face it Bosiebosh it's 1910  
and Ezra Pound is busy uninventing us  
 
—Since time is the ripening of inversions  
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—Time is future passed and thus our breakfast presents its 
daily drollery of dawdledom 
 
—Its dalliance doles out the facile vomit time will omit as 
the century comes to matter and we don't 
 
—Will I have to omit the O's the Oscar-Olive I love 
 
—Don't worry they'll do it for you their anti-androgeny will 
murder millions in order to kill the oneness we share 
 
—Hard that's what they want the priapic the image fixed in 
its seig-heil salute 
 
—All us meltwork Symbolistes had better slither back 
behind the wall of One Nine Oh Oh or else face the worst 
and what is the worst an apropos disposal by the retro-tigers 
abhoring us exclusively as if no other verse exercised their 
reign or thrust their wrath-and-wrought high enough 
 
—Exiled lest we spoil their gird word its rigid referent its 
rightness its Imagist lust to be least 
 
—Lust yes but lust for the least among us oh Martha if only 
you hadn't abandoned us amidst our hedges and heaves she 
leaves Livvie she leaves 
 
—Shh Bosie if only the slave-squattles of our all too virginal 
void-a-terre had been blotter enough for her sparse-self  
 
—If she could have perched her parse-sob against the past 
we patch with painful angst-parts how stuporous she could 
have been allayed she could have found peace there in all 
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—Is she had only allowed us to devolve to her station to 
take on her thankless rank and see-to her attributes of 
unworldliness and safety-match smudges on her cheeks 
a'mornings  
 
—And yet my pet can you blame her defection to film film 
is so tactile so erectile compared to us 
 
—Film is so endless in its quest to be Christ but it can never 
resurrect our wrist-bonds our bracelet-trysts  
 
—If Martha had only foreseen how been-to her debut role of 
screengrid would be and how the marquee feeds would 
bleed her name in ads fanned with future fads and offends 
 
—How thoroughfare her eyes would flare with fame-some  
wonders day each night attends lockdoor previews of 
 
—How stranded the queue of all aisles is how her co-stars 
will pant out of breath in her closeups how her mask will 
gape and drop when the lens strangles her eyelashes 
 
—But actors counteract all such scold threats don't they yes 
isn't that why they hold their profiles up to shield their faces 
 
—How her devotees dog her apogee how her audience is 
like every other audience a lynchmob wearing haloes 
 
—How her stardom is payment deferred to her beauty how 
its anomaly revives the thrall with each throe-no 
 
—How it survives the vile swerve of her servile days with us 
 
—How Hollywood survives our heritage of hindermok 
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—Rome will not follow our downfall example 
 
—There'll be no rip in the stockstrip footage 
 
—No stop in the still 
 
—And all because we lack the camera's imperial focus its 
aimed maneuvers on track to scope each pore's repertoire of 
zoom 
 
—Does a zoomshot delay doom 
 
—As we dolly down the days to pandeath 
 
—To us Pan is a god and not a filmshot  
 
—Speaking of gods deistic coups de corps in real life Lord 
Afred and Lady Douglas did have a child a myth  
to milk themselves dry a bairn to wean their wane with 
 
—Do we know anything about him other than he was theirs 
no doubt of his parentage I suppose 
—Well he oozed from Olive and she was rather the tomboy 
type Athena it could have been like father like daughter a 
headlonger  
 
—A browbirth the usual Zeus-accouchement 
 
—The Olympian-ovarian method  
 
—A caesarean haircut  
 
—Speaking of haircut if you cut off your hair 
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—He cuts off his ear  
 
—If you cut off your nose 
 
—He cuts off his head 
 
—Never play Chicken with Van Gogh you can't win  
 
 
* 
* 
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